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Devoted
with Dr. Rich & Friends

poems, songs & play-alongs for week D
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PIPtoonz are simple but powerful tools to help children fall in love with learning.  

Read them, whisper them, shout them, pound them, dance them, clap them, stomp them, sound them, 
draw them, sign them in ASL, act them out, and bake them into art clay like a Sumerian school child. 
Then go online using the secret code in the box at the bottom of each page to enjoy interacting with 
the learning even more. They will become a springboard for maximum attention, retention, and fun!

Based on the RICH Learning™ Method (Recognize, Identify, Comprehend, Harness) developed 
by Dr. Rich Melheim, the work is heavily influenced by and indebted to: Dr. Aniruddh Patel of 
the Neurosciences Institute and his OPERA Hypothesis (Overlap, Precision, Emotion, Repetition, 
Attention); Dr. Maryanne Wolf, dyslexia expert and director of the Center for Reading and 
Language Research at Tufts University; Dr. John Ratey, autism, ADHD, exercise expert and 
associate clinical professor of psychiatry, Harvard Medical School; Eric Jensen, founder of www.
jensenlearning.com, and Dr. Bill Glasser’s concept: “In a quality school, everyone is the teacher.” 

Copyright © PIP LLC.  www.piptoonz.com

Teaching Minds, Reaching Hearts
with Music, Play & Crazy Arts™
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Devoted
He’s always there by my side
   never asking why
He’ll be there ‘till the end
   He’s my best friend
‘Till the end of time

He’s devoted
   He’s devoted
Follows me wherever I go
   He’s devoted
Furry-coated
   My devoted Umm...
   My devoted

He’s devoted
   He’s devoted
Follows me wherever I go
   He’s devoted
Furry-coated
   My devoted Umm...
   My devoted Ump

Written by Todd Ernster
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  D01
enter this secret code 

at www.piptoonz.com to 
sing along with this song:

Arf?* 

*Ump asks, “Are you devoted?”
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Can you  
make up a dance 

for our theme
song? 

5
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Day (Let’s Start)
Let’s start our day
   It’s time to work and play 
Say “hello” to all you know (echo)
   Reach up high, touch the sky (echo)
Way down low, touch your toe (echo)
   Turn around and sit back down (echo)
Let’s start our day

What day is today? (Choose one)

Monday  A fun, fun day (echo)
Tuesday Don’t have the blues day (echo)
Wednesday It’s play with friends day (echo)
Thursday It’s not the worst day (echo)
Friday  A “say goodbye” day (echo)
Saturday I’ll make it matter day (echo)
Sunday  A won-won-wonderful day (echo)

Let’s start our day
   It’s time to work and play
Let’s start our day
   It’s time to work and play

Let’s start our day
Written by Chris Anderson, Jon Anderson Jennifer Sylvester, Rich Melheim 
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  D02
enter this secret code 

at www.piptoonz.com to 
sing along with this song:
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Time to 
get started!

What time
is it?
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The Letter D
D, D, D, D, D (repeat)
Duh, Duh (repeat)
D, D, D, D, D (repeat)
Dog, dog, doggy doggy, dog 
(repeat)
Date, date, date, date, date (repeat)
Devoted, devoted, devoted (repeat)

A devoted dog eats a date 
(repeat)

A devoted dog eats a date 
(repeat)

An devoted dog eats a date 
(repeat)

Delightful!
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  D03
enter this secret code 

at www.piptoonz.com to 
sing along with this song:

*Ump says “Can you spell dog?”

Arf?
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D
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Trace in Space

Think ‘n Blink

D
Stare at the letter D on page 10.  
Whisper “D” then close your eyes  
tight and whisper “D, Duh, Duh.”  
Repeat 10 times, increasing speed  
and volume as you Think ‘n Blink!

Trace the letter D on page 10 with 
your finger. Whisper “D” as you 
trace the vertical line and “Duh, 
Duh” as you trace the curved line. 
Repeat 10 times, increasing speed 
and volume as you trace.

Repeat the exercise above, this time 
tracing the D on your hand.

Repeat, tracing D large on the wall.

Repeat, tracing D larger in the air.

Add your Think ‘n Blink as you trace 
page 6 with eyes open and closed.
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D
I Write Letters

Draw lines inside the white D’s with a violet crayon.  
Say the letter “D” as you trace the vertical line and the 
sound “Duh, Duh” as you trace the rounded line. Start 
loud at the beginning of the first line and get more 

quiet as you go. Start quiet on the second  
line and get louder as you go.

Can you  
write all of 

these letters in 
violet? 
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D
D D D D D D
D D D D D D
D D D D D D
D D D D D D
D D D D D D
D D D D D D

13
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The word Dog
   has three separate sounds
The word D-O-G has three
D - D - D - D - D
Aw - Aw - Aw - Aw - Aw
Guh - Guh - Guh - Guh - Guh
That’s three!
(repeat)

D - D - D - D - D (echo)
Aw - Aw - Aw - Aw - Aw (echo)
Guh - Guh - Guh - Guh - Guh (echo)
That’s three!
Dog!

Sit, dogs, sit!
¡Sientate, perros, sientate!
Zuo xia, gou, zuo xia!
Written by Rich Melheim  
& Renee Pope Green

The Word Dog

Can you  
say “toy dog” ten 

times really  
fast? 
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  D04
enter this secret code 

at www.piptoonz.com to 
sing along with this song:
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Clap and stomp the spelling, then the 
sounds in the word D-O-G ten times

Sign the spelling and sounds in Dog

Think ‘n Blink the whole word Dog
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Spell it, spell it 
Spell it, spell it
 
Spell it, can you  
   try-aye-aye-aye
   aye-aye-aye-aye?

D-O-G spells 
   D-O-G spells 
D-O-G spells 
   Dog! 

D-O-G spells 
   D-O-G spells 
D-O-G spells 
   Dog! Dog!
D-d-d-dog!

Written by Rich Melheim & Jon Anderson

D-d-d-d   D-d-d-d
D-d-d-d   D-d-d-d
D-d-d-d   D-d-d-d
D-O-G spells
   
D-d-d-d   D-d-d-d  
D-d-d-d   D-d-d-d
D-d-d-d   D-d-d-d 
D-O-G spells
   
Four Violet Dogs
   D-O-G spells 
Four Violet Dogs
   D-O-G spells 
Sittin’ on a magic    
   carpet in the 
   sky-aye-aye-aye
   aye-aye-aye-aye

4 Violet Dogs
   D-O-G spells 
4 Violet Dogs
   D-O-G spells 

Four Violet Dogs

  D05
enter this secret code 

at www.piptoonz.com to 
sing along with this song: 17
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I Am Sorry

I’m 
sorry!

¡Lo siento!

Hen bao qian!

很抱歉!
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  D06
enter this secret code 

at www.piptoonz.com to 
sing along with this song:
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No
problem!

¡No hay
problema!

Mei guan zi! 

没关系
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Four

violet

dogs

Cuatro 
perros violetas

Si  
zhi zi  
gou

四
只紫
狗
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Zuo xia, 
gou, zuo xia!

坐下, 狗, 
坐下

Sit, dogs,
sit!

¡Sientate, 
perros, 
sientate!
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Four Seasons
4 seasons - 
   they go by
Watch them 
   in my garden

In the spring
   new seeds I sow 
All through summer
   watch them grow 
Then comes fall
   I pick them all 
Sleep in winter
   ‘neath the snow

4 seasons
   they go by
Watch them 
   in my garden
Written by Jennifer Sylvester

Try your
“Think ‘n Blink” 
and “Trace in  

Space” with this
 number.
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  D07
enter this secret code 

at www.piptoonz.com to 
sing along with this song:
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WEEK
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4
I Make Numbers

Can you  
write all of 

these numbers in 
violet? 

Draw lines inside each 4 with a violet 
crayon. Say “Four” as you draw. Start loud 
at the beginning of the first line and get 
more quiet as you go. Start quiet on the 
second line and get louder as you go.
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4  4  4  4  4  4
4  4  4  4  4  4
4  4  4  4  4  4
4  4  4  4  4  4
4  4  4  4  4  4
4  4  4  4  4  4
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What can 
you tell me about 

dates?
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There’s a fruit that’s not so cute (echo)
   Some call it D-A-T-E (echo)
Shriveled, sweet and fun to eat (echo)
   and I know they taste so great (echo)

D-A-T-E, date! (echo)
   Put some on your plate (echo)
D-A-T-E, date! (echo)
   And they taste so great (echo)

There’s a fruit that’s not so cute (echo)
   Some call it D-A-T-E (echo)
Shriveled, sweet and fun to eat (echo)
   and I know they taste so great (echo)

      Put some on my plate (echo)
         ‘Cause I think dates taste great! (echo)
             D-A-T-E, D-A-T-E
                Date! Date! Date!
     Can you relate?
                                         Written by Rich Melheim 
        & Olukayode Olubunmi

D is for Date

  D08
enter this secret code 

at www.piptoonz.com to 
sing along with this song:
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I Color Dates

Use the colors in your box to match the color 
of these dates on the top row. Say “D, D, Dates!” 

as you color. Color the second row of dates 
yellow. Color the third row violet.  

Color the fourth row green.

Can you  
color all of the

dates?
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Brown

Yellow

Violet

Green
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Do they drink milk from 
their mamas?

Do they have bones?

Do they take good care of 
their babies?

Are they cold-blooded?

Do they hatch from eggs?

Do they breathe air?

What do you know about 
mammals?

Ask these
questions, sing 

and dance the song,
then ask the 

questions
again!
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Ma-Ma-Ma-MammalsWhat do you know about 
mammals? Ma-ma-ma-mammals

   drink milk from their mamas
Ma-ma-ma-mammals
   have bones and a spine
Ma-ma-ma-mammals
   take good care of their babies
And most mammals think mighty fine -
   they’re smart!
Most mammals can think mighty fine

Ma-ma-ma-mammals
   are always warm-blooded
Ma-ma-ma-mammals
   on land, air and sea
My baby babies 
   are born alive and breathing
And some of them look similar to you and me -
   some mammals look similar to you and me 

Ma-ma-ma-mammals
   have eyes and ears and noses
Ma-ma-ma-mammals
   can only breathe in air
Ma-ma-ma mammals
   have fingers, feet and toeses
And most of them are all covered up with hair
   unless they’re bare
Yes, most mammals are all covered up with hair
   Fur, it’s called, but some are bald
Without the hair -  like grandpa!

Written by Rich Melheim & Renee Pope Green

  D09
enter this secret code 

at www.piptoonz.com to 
sing along with this song:
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Drink Water
You can jump in the puddle
   You can walk in the rain
You can splash in the water
   when you shower or bathe
But always remember 
   the number one thing
Wa-aa-aa-aa-aa
   Drink water
Wa-aa-aa-aa-aa
   Drink water

There’s nothing better
   when you want to get wetter
When you’re thirsty or hot
   nothing quite fits the spot like
Wa-aa-aa-aa-aa
   Drink water
Wa-aa-aa-aa-aa
   Drink water
One more glass now!
   Wa-aa-aa-aa-aa
Drink water
   Ahhh!
Written by Chris Anderson & Jon Anderson 
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  D10
enter this secret code 

at www.piptoonz.com to 
sing along with this song:
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Clean water
helps my brain
and my body to

be healthy!
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Place a thin 
piece of paper over  

this page. Take a violet 
crayon and copy the four  

points. Now connect 
them with four lines. 

Do this 10 times,
whispering
“Square.”
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Count ‘em
One, two, three,
   four sides

They call it a square
   They call it a square
They call it a square
   They call it a square

Square’s my favorite    
   shape of all
It has four sides that    
   make me smile 
   from wall to wall

They call it a square
   They call it a square
They call it a square
   They call it a square
Squares! Oh yeah!
Written by Jason Herd and Joel Herd

With all the shapes
   that I have learned
The dots, the lines,  
   yeah, they’re all fine
The best shape that 
   I’ve ever seen
   has one, two, three, 
   four sides

They call it a square
   They call it a square 
They call it a square
   They call it a square
 
I see one there 
   and there and there 
   and there
These four-sided 
   shapes are   
   everywhere

They Call It  
a Square

  D11
enter this secret code 

at www.piptoonz.com to 
sing along with this song:
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I Draw Squares

How many
squares can you

make?

Make a violet point inside each dot, saying “Point, 
Point, Point, Dot, Dot, Dot...” Start loud at the beginning 

of the first line and get more quiet as you go. Start 
quiet on the second line and get louder as you go. 

Then connect dots with a violet crayon to make 
squares. Say “Four Points Make A Square” as you go. 
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D

That’s 
a D... like in

Dad.
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like Delightful and 
Devoted Dog!
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  D12

enter this secret code 
at www.piptoonz.com to 
sing along with this song:

D, Djembe Drum 
& Didgeridoo
What is this piano key?
   Piano key, piano key?
What is this piano key?
   Piano key, piano key?
Why, it’s a key called D
   Sing it with me!
It is the key called D
   Sing it with me!

What is this instrument
   Instrument, instrument?
What is this instrument
   Instrument, instrument?
Why, it’s a djembe drum
   An African drum!
It is a djembe drum
   Rum, tum, tum!

What is this instrument
   Instrument, instrument?
What is this instrument
   Instrument, instrument?
Why, it’s a digeridoo
   Hoo, hoo, hoo
It is a digeridoo
   Hoo, hoo, hoo 

What is this piano key?
   Piano key, piano key?
What is this piano key?
   Piano key, piano key?
Why, it’s a key called D
   Sing it with me
It is the key called D
   D, D, D!
   Doh!

     Written by Rich Melheim
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Can you draw 
a picture of a 

dinosaur?
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I wanna be a dinosaur
   I wanna shake the earth  
   when I roar
I wanna be a dinosaur
   I wanna romp and  
   stomp and soar
I wanna be a dinosaur
   I’ll say it once more
I wanna wanna wanna     
   wannna be a 
   dino-dinosaur
   (repeat) 

One, two, three, four
   I wanna be a dinosaur
Two, two, three, four
   I wanna be a dinosaur
Three, two, three, four
   I wanna be a dino-dinosaur! 

I wanna be a dinosaur
   I wanna shake the earth  
   when I roar
I wanna be a dinosaur
   I wanna romp and  
   stomp and soar

I wanna be a dinosaur
   I’ll say it once more
I wanna wanna wanna wannna be     
   a dino-dinosaur 

I wanna wanna wanna
   be just like a huge iguana
I’d have teeth and 
   claws and scales
And two monstrous tails
   Muscles and be quick
I’d have skin so very thick
   and my neck would be so long
All day long I’d sing 
   a dino sooooooooong... 

Oh, it would be so fine
   if I could only a dine
I would swim from sea to sea  
   and no one would mess with me
Oh, I really really really wanna be    
   a dino-dinosaur
Oh, I really really really 
   wanna be a dino, dino
Roar! 
Written by Rich Melheim

I Wanna Be  
a Dinosaur

  D13
enter this secret code 

at www.piptoonz.com to 
sing along with this song:
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My Week D
Woof!*

*Ump says “Don’t forget your highs and lows!”
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A photo of me at the  

Start of Day

D
My very 

best

4
My very 

best
My very 

best

Square

A photo of me looking 

Devoted

Paste your week in photos here

Wonderful
Me Gallery

D
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My very best

Artwork 
of the week

A photo  

of me signing a

A photo of me  

Drinking Water
with a friendD

A photo of 
me eating a

Date

Name

www.piptoonz.com
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It’s a no-brainer 
‘cause it’s a whole

brainer...Teaching Minds, Reaching Hearts
with Music, Play & Crazy Arts™
www.piptoonz.com 

Letters
*A to Z, with CH, PH, SH & TH

Phonics
*Fun, Fun Phonics Sounds & Songs

English
* A RICH Vocabulary of ABC Words

Language
* Spanish * Mandarin * American Sign Language

ABCs of Healthy Food (A whole lot of baking going on!)

Science
* Animals * Our Universe * Our Planet  
* Green Science * Big Science

h
* Physical Health * Social Health * Emotional Health 

* Visual Arts * Dance/Movement * Theater Play

Opening
*Songs to Enrich Everyday Learning & Living

Theme Song
* ABCs of Positive & Powerful Character Development

* Music Concepts * ABCs of Orchestra Instruments 
* Piano Keyboard Skills * Instrument Construction

*Bedtime Storybook “Snoreybook” Songs

Math
* Numbers 1-30  * Shapes * Big Math Concepts 

It’s Brain-based Learning on an Arts-based Platform  
with 360 Fun Songs from A to Z on these themes:
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Bark!

(Recognize, Identify, Comprehend, Harness)

A
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PIP Arts 
Game Cube
1. Cut this cube out
2. Fold it along  
    the lines
3. Glue all tabs  
    together
4. Invent a game      
    with movement,  
    sound, spelling,  
    songs or acting
5. Play and learn  
    with friends! 

SING 

DANCE 

ACT
DRAW

POINT 
to someone and 

choose an art for 
them to do SPELL

www.piptoonz.com 

Teaching Minds, 
Reaching Hearts, 
with Music, Play  
& Crazy Arts™

Can you make 
up a game with 
these actions?

C
U

T
 IT

 O
U

T
!


